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Introduction

In all computer incident handling situations, some form of computer forensic is required in order to support the eradication, recovery and applying the lesson learned. As more data on computer forensic becomes available, many have come to realize that the resource cost involved in incident handling situations is fairly significant. In addition, staffing an incident handling team with the proper skills required to effectively carry out incident handling is quite challenging. This is even more of a challenge for many large organizations with sizeable networks. As such, it is in their best interest to optimally deploy such scarce resources.

As in the case of a less than optimized intrusion detection system, incident handlers are often sent on a wild goose chase when the “incident” turned out to be an “event”. This type of activity in itself is a risk as it consumes cycles away from the real incidents. As in the case of an intrusion detection system, it would make sense to apply some form of filter to eliminate most of the false positives. For incident handling, filtering for “events” can be provided through the use of a security helpdesk or junior security staffs. However, guidelines and training must be provided in order for these junior staffs to carry out the intended function. This paper is an attempt at clarifying “events” and “incidents” for training purposes so that effective filtering can be applied when it comes to reporting an incident.

Definition:

Events:

An event is an observable occurrence in an information system that actually happened at some point in time. For example:

- An email
- A phone call
- A system crash
- A request for virus scans to be performed on a file or attachment

Incidents:

There are many definitions of an incident available, however this depends on many factors within an organization. In most organizations, combining the following generic definitions with the organization’s security policies can create a fairly comprehensive definition.
Summary of SANS guidelines indicates that an incident is an adverse event in an information system – includes the significant threat of an adverse event. In another word, it implies harm or the attempt to harm.

Summary of CERT guidelines [Reference 4] indicates an incident can be:

1) violation of an explicit or implied security policy
2) the attempts to gain unauthorized access
3) unwanted denial of resources
4) unauthorized use
5) changes without the owner’s knowledge, instruction, or consent.

**Incidents versus Events Types**

What should be noted there is that an event can feed into an incident but the opposite is not true. However, when it comes to reporting an incident, one simple rule must be followed:

When in doubt, go ahead and report it.

The following are some sample scenarios to demonstrate the logic behind the distinction made between “Incidents” and “Events” under the computing scope.

1) Malicious code attacks

Event – User reporting that they might have been hit with a particular virus.

Potential incident – Their system exhibits behaviors typical for that particular virus.

2) Denial of resources

Event – User reporting that they can’t access a service.

Potential incident – Many users reporting that they can’t access a service.

3) Intrusions

Event – A system admin think a system was broken into.

Potential incident – A system admin provided the log indicating suspicious activities took place.

4) Misuse

Event – Web proxy log indicates an user has one hit to a porn site and company policies dictate that such activities are not allowed.
Potential incident – Web proxy log indicates an user has multiple hits to porn sites and company policies dictate that such activities is not allowed.

5) Unauthorized use

Event – User tumbled onto an undocumented game within a commercial program by accident.

Possible incident – User play the undocumented game within the commercial program and there exist a policy stating that game playing is not allowed.

6) Hoaxes

Event – User send an email containing false information usually associated with chain emails to the masses.

Possible incident – User send an email containing false information usually associated with chain emails to the masses asking them to do the same.

7) Information gathering

In organization where security is of utmost priority, these types of activities (port scan, war dialing and etc.) can be classified under incident types. However, in organization where security is of lower importance, such activities are usually tolerated and thus can be classified under event types. This sort of definition should be clearly defined in the company’s security policy.

As illustrated above, the line between event and incident is a thin one and most often, asking further questions is the only way one can determine which side of line the issue should belong to. Typical questions that can be applied in these situations are listed under the Process and Procedures section below.

**Incidents and Intrusion Detection**

In a corporation where the Incident Handling function and Intrusion Detection function are distinct and are organized by team, alerts from intrusion detection system can be considered as events until some forms of verification has been performed by the intrusion detection team. Fortunately, logging is one of the core functions that an IDS can provide in such a way that verification of events can be easily obtained. In addition, IDS are often used to detect security violation and as a result, are more focus in incident determination scope.

There are five basic questions that should be answered when verifying event types reported by an IDS. Those are: Who, What, Where, When and most importantly, is the behavior contrary to the company security policies?
Incidents and Virus/Trojan/Malicious Code Detection

Computer virus/trojan detection is one of the most well covered subjects in the field of information security. In addition, since virus/trojan infection is state-based, response to such an incident is often automated. However, it should be noted that virus/trojan detection software are not 100% foolproof in that most successful commercial product are not very successful at detecting unknown viruses/trojans. In situation where the virus scanner failed, the incident would usually be reported as an event falling under the malicious code classification.

It should be duly noted that recent attack trends point to the emergence of a new threat, that of malware, which combines techniques usually associated with viruses, trojans, worms, and other network-based attacks. As a result, the distinction between viruses, trojans, worms, and other attacks techniques will soon disappear as detection products evolve to keep up with the new threat.

Process and procedures

Event documentation is extremely important when such an event becomes an incident. It is vital that the following information is recorded on such an event:

- Date
- Time
- Source of event report (Who or what?)
- Description of event

If the event itself was reported by an IDS, additional information should be obtained to assist in the incident determination process:

- The apparent source address(es) of the event
- The apparent target address(es) of the event
- The specific of the alarm(s)/alert(s) that were raised by the IDS
- The sensor(s) where the activities took place
- Time when the first alarm/alert was triggered
- Time when the last alarm/alert was triggered if applicable.
- Reverse DNS lookup using tool such as nslookup.
- Resolve the addresses using services such as whois from ARIN, APNIC, and RIPE
- “Compare activity against previous activity logs to see if the same source has been involved in other activities.” [Reference 7]
- “Assess whether the activity could have compromised your systems or was contained by the existing security controls in place.” [Reference 7]

The above information should be recorded in the event documentation and submitted as part of the incident documentation if this event turned out to be an incident. Note that in
the event of an incident that might lead to legal prosecution, it is not wise to perform
direct reverse network activities such as ping or traceroute as it might alert the intruder.

The next step would be to determine if the event should be classified as an incident.
Obtaining answers to these questions might provide a clearer picture of how to classify
the issue:

- Is it a risk to data integrity?
- Is it a risk to the availability of the resource?
- Is it a risk to the confidentiality of the data?
- Is the activity abnormal? Is it a violation against company security policies?

If the answer to one of the above questions is yes, it is probable to say the event is an
incident and escalation to an Incident Response Team is required. However, in order to
ensure a timely response, communication of such an incident would need to be as
informative as possible. Listed below are some of the common terminologies that can be
used to communicate the nature of the incident:

- Intrusion
- Unauthorized access
- Compromise of system integrity
- Theft
- Web site defacement
- Email Hoax
- Denial of resources
- Virus
- Trojan
- IP spoofing
- Email SPAM
- Unauthorized use
- Port scan
- War dialing
- Email bomb
- Buffer overflow exploit
- Repeated failed login attempts
- Unexpected network bandwidth consumption
- Unexplained system behavior
- Session hijacking

Lastly, it is very important to keep in mind that information regarding a security incident
is highly sensitive and should be kept to a need-to-know basis.

**Summary**
Due to resource constraint, it is essential that the incident handling team is not caught up with chasing events while real incidents takes place. Junior security personnel can be adapted to filter out most of the false positives when it comes to incident handling. The above materials provide a starting point to train and educate new staffs on what constitute an incident.
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